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Abstract. Improving and extending a characterization of Poisson processes by Rdnyi, we presen, 
several mild conditions ensuring a point process to be of Poisson or sample type, and we give 
related conditions for convergence in distribution towards such processes. The basic property 
underlying our results is the extremality of pure Poisson and sample processes within the classes 
of mixed ones, the latter being the only symmetrically distributed simple point processes. A,- 
applications, we extend some results of R6nyi and Kendall on interchangeable events. 
’ pure and mixed Poisson arid sample processes 
1 characterization of distributions 
convergence indistribution 
interchangeable events 
1. Introduction 
Let 9 be the semi-ring of bounded real intervals and let ?cs be the ring 
of all finite unions of such intervals. Rinyi [8] has proved that a point 
process t on R satisfying 
P(&I=O} = ewhU _ U-4 ) (1) 
P([I> 1) = o(M) askl-, 0, IW, f ) 3 L 
for some diffuse measure Xon R is necessarily a Poisson process with 
intensity h. This was shown in 02, Theorem 2.11 (see also [ 61) to be a 
particular case of a general result on point processes. fn fa&., (2) is only 
needed to ensure # to be d in that case the distribuGon of 
uniquely determined by 
The purpose of the pr prove and extend R 
lc The main results of this paper constitute part of the author’s 1 esis. 
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result .by showing that the above conditions characterizing eneral point 
processes may be weakened in the particular cases of Poisson and sample 
processes. (A sample process with intensity X is a point process whose 
atoms describe the values in a sample of size XR from the probability 
distribution X/X [ 21.) In fact, it was shown in [2, Theorem 5. I ] (see 
also [ 1 ] ) that a simple point process ,E is a mixed Poisson or sample pro- 
cess iff 
{~U=O} =@w), U-u , (3) 
for some function (p, and on account of the extremality of the pure 
Poisson and sample processes within the classes of mixed ones, it is easy 
to give weak additional conditions on 4p, ensuring E to be pure. In parti- 
cular, it sufficesgto prescribe the first two derivatives at zero or the values 
at two non-zero’points. It is also possible to find one single condition 
implying both extremality and simplicity. Characterizations of these 
types are given in Section 2. In Section 3, we derive corresponding crite- 
ria for convergence in distribution. In Section 4, finally, the previous 
results are applied to extend a theorem of Kendall [4 ] . 
As in [2], we can (and will) just as well consider point processes de- 
fined on some arbitrary locally compact second countable Hausdorff 
space X, Let 99 denote the ring of bounded Bore1 sets in X, let!N be the 
class of Radon-Bore1 measures on X, and write!md = (ru E !EQ : p diffuse}. 
Throughout the paper, we assume that q is a non-increasing function e 1, 
and that Cu C c10 is a DC-ring and 9 Ccl0 a DC-semiring. (As in [ 21, DC 
stands for the property that any B E 93 may be covered by finitely many 
arbitrarily small sets in the class.) Note [ 21 that if t is a mixed Poisson 
process with conditional intensity CWX (given a), then (3) holds with 
q(t) = E{ emtar}, while if t is a mixed sample process with conditional 
sample size v and distribution X/U (given v), then (3) holds with q(t) E 
J/( 1 - t/lLXj, ${A) E (s’). We use the abbreviations Poisson (X), 
Sample {X), MPt(X, ye), MS (X, cp) (see [ 21) for pure and mixed Poisson 
and sample processes, and we write P and 3 for equality and convergence 
in distribution. 
aracterizations 
Throughout this section, let t be a point process on X and let h E !&. 
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Theorem 2.1. Suppose that AX = 00. Then t !! Poisson (al) for some a > 0 
iff (2), (3) and either of (AI)- hold: 
{[C = 0) for some disjoint B, C E 
with XB A XC > 0, 
(A,) CP’W) G (lp’m2 < O”, 
(A4) Var ([B) G E([B) < = for some BE93 with AB> 0, 
(A,) Var (EB,) 2 O(xB,) for some sequence (B,) c c10 with AB, + 00. 
Furthermore, assuming {AI: IE 9 ) to be dense near zero, we have S !k 
Poisson (ah) for some a > 0 iff (3) holds and 
(A$ lim sup 2PW> 11 < 1 
id-*0 (p(iy> o})* ’ 
(IE9). 
Mote that (A,) and (A*) both contain as a special case the analogue to 
Rknyi’s formula (3.2) in [ 71 (cf. [4] ). Some norming condition is rjeede(d 
to ensure that a = 1, e.g. either of’ 
(B1) I P(tB=O) = eehs for some B E c10 with hB > 0, 
(B*) p’(O) = -1 9 
(B3) E(tB} =hB forsomeBEC10 withUI>O. 
Proof. The necessity is easily verified. Conversely, (2) implies that k is 
regular [ 21 and hence simple, and then (3) implies % !k MP(A, cp) by [ 2, 
Theorem 5.11. From (A,) we get 
E{ew”(P’t)} < E(e-QS)E{ewQt) , 
where E{ eerru ) E q(u) and s = XB, t = XC. But then ey is non-random, 
since we would otherwise get the contradiction (for s < t say) 
(e-a(s+t) } > ( (e-at))l+dt 2 
repeated use of Jensen’s i equality. From ( 
e-&t })‘, and again ~1 is d enerate by Jensen 
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SE(~) +s2Var(a)< sE(ar) ~00, 
s,E(a} + s:Var (a) = O(s,) , 
respectively, where s = AB, s, = hB, , and each of these relations implies 
Var (CR) = 0. 
As for the sufficiency of (3) and (A.,), note that (3) implies k’ & MP(h,p), 
where by definition [’ (x) = $j {x) A 1, x E X, while by (Ao), for any 7 > 1, 
2P{[‘I=2) G 2P(E’I> 1) G 2P(iI> 1) 
G r(P([I> 0j)2 = y(P(t’I> o})2 , IE9, (4) 
provided xd is sufficiently small. As XI + 0 we get. P { t’I> 1) = o(P{ [‘I> 0)) 
or equivalently P{r’l> 0) - P{f’l= 1 }, so using (4) again, 
lim sup(2P(r’I= 2)/(P{t’I= 1 1)2} < 1 , 
AI-*0 
i.e. 
lim sup {q”(s)/(g’(~))~) < 1 . 
s-,0 
If p’(O) = -00, we would get, for small t > 0, 
t 
1 I 
--- 1 cp”w dt) 0 (p’(s))2 
& < yt , 
and hence --p’(t) 2 (rt)-l, which would yield the contradiction 
proving that -p’(O) < 00. Thus E(Q) < 00, where E{emLYU ) =P(U), so by 
(4) 
@I> 1) G y(E{ase-aS))2 < ~s~(E(ar))~ = o(s) , s = u+ 0, 
proving (2). Finally, (5) implies ( 3), and so the first assertion applies. 
According to. e proof, each one of the condi’kions ( 
terizes the pure isson processes among mixed ones e 
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Note also that the density near 0 of (7U: IE 9 1 is only needed to prove 
the boundedness of p’, which holds automatically if (B2) or (B3) is as- 
sumed. In the general case, it actually suffices to require (Xr: I E 9) to 
contain some sequence (sn } with s, 4 0 and 
(To see this, use the monotonicity of cp’ and cp”.) Similar remarks apply to 
the next theorem, where we consider bounded h. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that 0 < Xx < 00. Then t i! Sample (al) fgr some 
a > 0 iff (2), (3) and either of (Cl)-(C,) hold: 
K 1 2 cp”@) - (LW’~‘(O) G (q’(O))’ < w, 
(c, 1 Var(~~)~(l-XBIXX)E{~B)<~ forsomeBE3 
with AB > 9. 
Furthermore, assuming (hl: 1 E 9 ) to be dense near zero, we have 
[ ii! Sample (ax) for some a > 0 E’ff (3) holds and 
To ensure that a Xx = n E N, we may add either of the norming con- 
ditions 
CD,) 
(D2) 
(D3) 
P([B=O) = (1 -AB/A.X)2 forsomeBE93 withO<IW<&X, 
P’(O) = --n/W 
E(tB) = n M/AX for some B E Ql with Al3 > 0. 
It is interesting to compare the difference between Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
above with that between formulas (23) and (24) in [4]. Note also that 
(Ao), (A2)-(Ad) and (Br)-(B3) are formally obtained from (Co)-(C,) 
and (Dr)-(D3) by let Xx + 00. This agrees wit 
by Loeve [5] forX= for X,X1,X2, .. . E s!!Rwith 
, Sample (A,) 4 oisson (A) iff A, ten 
(For a simple proof of this fact, use [ 2, Corollary 3.13 .) 
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oof. The necessity is verified by easy computations. Conversely, (2) 
and (3) imply t 5! MS(X, cp) by ,[2, Theorem 5.11. Writing ZJ = tX, it is 
seen that (C,) implies (E{e-*})’ > (E(e-tV))S, where s = -log (1 -U/AX), 
t = --log (1 - K/xx), so v is degenerate by Jensen’s inequalify. In case of 
(C,) or (C,), we easily obtain Var (v) = 0. 
Next note that, by (3), %’ 4 MS (A,&, while by (C,) for 7 > 1, 
2P([‘I=2} G 2P(EI> 1) < 2P(51> 1) + P(EI> 0) 7$4x 
< y(P{tY> o})2 - r(P([‘I= l))* , IE% (6) 
provided xd is sufficiently small. For v = E’X ;nd small s = Uj’AX we thus 
ob tarn 
2E{(;)s2(l -s)“-~} <r(E((;)s(l --~)~-l})~ , 
or equivalently v”(s) G r(s’(~))~, and q’(O) > --oo follows as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1. But by (6), this meajls that 4: is regular and hence simple, 
so (6) yields 
or equivalently 
CP’W - cp” WIT G ~(y+(S)) 2 ) 
and (C,) follows by letting s + 0. This completes the proof. 
3. Convergence in d:!stribution 
It will now be shown that most characterizations of the preceding 
section yield corresponding criteria for convergence indistribution to- 
wards Poisson and sample processes. For these particular limits, our 
results improve the general ones in [ 2, Section 21. Throughout his 
section, let I, $jl, c2, . . . be point processes on X, let & e m d, and suppose 
that XN3 = 0, B E 3c U 9. The roles of (3) and (2) respectively will here 
be played by the conditions 
{~,U=O) =cp(hu), UE (7) 
fi4ao 
(&I> 1) =o(ld) . asXI+ 0, IE9. (8) 
n-- 
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heorem 3.1. Suppose that AX = 00. Then En 4 Poisson (ah) ;for some 
a > 0 iff(7), (8) and either of (A;) , (A;) and (As) hold: 
(A” ) 1 liminf{P{~,(BuC)=O) - P{&B=O} {g$=o}}Go 
n4- 
for some disjoint B, C E 93 with haB = h aC = 0 and AB A XC > 0, 
(A’ 1 2 
logP{t,B=O) 
logP{~,C=O} 
forsomeB,CE99 withX~B=AX+OandO<hB<hC. 
Furthermore, assuming that9 c Cu and that (AI: IE 9) is dense near 0, 
we have [,, 4 Poisson (ax) for some a > 0 ifi (7) holds and 
(A;) linl sup lim sup I 
2w,- 11 
< 1 (IE9). 
A14 0 n400 (P&I> o>>i 
To ensure that a= 1, we may e.g. add (B2) or 
I 
(B 1 1 limp{5 B=O) =eBAB forsomeBE93 withAaB=OandhB>O. n 
n-0 
Proof. The necessity is obvious by continuity. Conversely, (8) knplies 
regularity [ 21 of {&, ) , so the tightness of I[,} follows as in the proof of 
[2, Theorem 2.53. Now assume that $& 4 E as n + = through some fixed 
IV’ C A? Proceeding as in the proof of [ 2, Theorem 5.11, let x E X belong 
to the support of h and choose neighbourhoods Ul E Cu of x with 
Un 4 a[~). Then (7) implies 
= 1 - (p(Xw,) ) kEN. 
Letting k + 00, we get {E(x) > 0) > 1 -q(O+), and cp(O+) = I follows as 
in [ 21. Next consider any fixed U E 2, and let { Gk ) and (Uk) be de- 
fined as in the proof of [ 2, Lemma 1.31. Then 
{[au> 0) G {[G,>O) < liminf 
n+= 
so letting k + 00, we’get [au:= 0 a.s., and (3) follows by continuity. By 
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[ 2, Theorem 5.11, (3) extends tog , and in particular @B = 0 as. for 
any B E g with MB = 0. Tht,us [2, Theorem 2..5] applies, and we get 
f,, 4 6, n E . By continuity, (A;) and (A;) reduce to (A,) and (AZ), 
respectively, both implying 6 4 Poisson (,rX) fDr some a > 0 by Theorem 
2.1. 
Let us next suppose that (7) and (Ah) hold. If 1 - 0+) = p > 0, there 
exists by (AL) some I E 9 with XI > 0 and lim Sup,_+ {tnI> 1) =4<p2* 
For fixed k E N, let Uj E Cu with hUj > 0, I= 1, . . . . k, form a disjoint par- 
titioning of I. Then 
lim ~j P{~~Uj > 0) = lim E{Ej(tnUj h l)) 
Iz-,w n+- 
LimSupP(~j(~nUj~ l)=l} +kltiSUpP(Ej(~nCfjA l)>l} 
n-0 n-- 
1 + klimsup {&,I>l>=l=+kq. 
)‘,300 
Dividing by kp and letting k + 00, we obtain the contradiction 1 G q/p < p, 
proving that q(O+) = 1. For any U, V E Cu with U C V we further obtain 
(p(AU)-g(~~=lim(P(~,U=O) -P{[,V=O)) 
n-- 
=limP(t,(V\ U)=O} = 1 -cp(A(V\U))9 
n-+00 
and the continuity of q now follows by approximating arbitrary S, t > 0 
by XV, W, and using the monotonicity. For any h > 0 and k E N, we 
next choose disjoint Uj E V with XUj m h, i = 1, . . . . k. Proceeding as in 
the -proof of [ 2, Theorem 5.11, it is seen that p is completely monotone 
and therefore a Laplace transform, so writing [ P MP(X,rp), we have 
hmP{$&U=O}=P{~u=o), UEU. (9) 
n-- 
We now consider some fixed IE 9, and let (Ikj) C 9 be an array of 
finite disjoint partitionings of I such that maxj { 1 Ikj I } =+ 0 in some fixed 
metrizatlon of X (cf. [ 21). By (9) we get 
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and letting k + = we obtain 
since [ is simple. Thus (A,) follower; from (7) and (AL), so [$Poisson (ah) 
for some a > 0 by Theorem 2.1. Furthermore, (7) and (A;) imply regu- 
larity of (En ), so tn $ k follows from (9) by [ 2, Theorem 2.51. 
The corresponding result for bounded h may be similarly provefd: 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that 0 < LX < 00~ Then En 4 Sample (ah) for some 
Q > 0 iff (7), (8) and either of (C;) and CC,) hold: 
forsomeB,CECje withMB=hX=OandO*: xB< XC<xX. 
Furthermore, assuming that 9 c c1c and that (XI: IE 9) is dense near 0, 
we have t, $ Sample (ah) for some a > 0 iff (7) holds apld 
(C ) b limsup l.im sup 1 
2P{[,D 1) + P(&I>c)) I#LY 
- 
--- I 
< 1 (IQ?). 
Ar+o n+= wtp OH2 
As a norming condition in this case, wr: may take (D2:) or 
(D’ 1 1 limP{&B=O} = (1 -IM/U)” for some B EC10 with 
n+= haB=0andl0<hB<?C 
4. Further remarks on Kendall’s paper 
The preceding results are closely related to Kendall’s Theorem 1 in [4]. 
Indeed, we may use the results of Section 2 to improve and extend Ken- 
dall’s theorem. For this purpose, let m, + 00 and consid.er an array AnI, 
n, i E N, of events uch that Anj, i= 1, . . . . m,, are interchangeable :for ezch 
n. Put 
and define the po 
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where r, -) - and where 6, denotes the Dirac measure with a unit atom 
at x. Furthermore, let cz > 0 and write & for Lebesgue measure, 
Corollary 4.1. Suppose that m,lr, + 06. 
pro vicied 
Then & $ Poisson (ah) on R,, 
Bim {p;lpn} =a, 
n+- 
lim SUP (i1’,24, } 6 a* . 
n-*- 
WB 
Note that Kend,all requires the stronger n, s 03 and riqn + a*, and that 
he only considers convergence of the random variables I, [0, 11. 
Proof. Simple calcu:lations show that (10) is equivalent to the relations 
limsupE{([J)*) 4 a+a2 , 
n+- 
m 
where I= [0, 11. (Writing (10) this way makes it obvious that this condi- 
tion cannot be necessary [4] .) Now ( 11) implies tightness of (&J . Sup- 
pose that [,, $ k as y1+ = through some Iv’ c N. It follows (e.g. by [3]) 
that [ is a mixed Poisson process. Now {t, I) is uniformly integrable by 
(12), so we get from (11) 
E{rl) = lim E{t,J) t= a.. 
n-- 
(13 
Further, by (12) and Fatou’s lemma, 
tlEN 
{(E,I)2 ) G a + 4~~ . (14) 
Combining (13) and (14), we get 
and it follows that t & oisson (aA), which completes the proof si:lce 
was arbitrary. 
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For finite intervals, the proper analogue is 
83 
.2. Suppose that m, = yn. 
provided 
fimIr,p,,l =a, lim sup 
n+- n+- 
To obtain Poisson convergence on 
Then [n $ Sample (aX) 012 [ 0, 1 ] , 
{r,2q,} G a(a- 1) . 
[0, 1 ] , more information is required 
about the moments of &J n E N, since finitely many moments do not 
determine the Poisson distribution uniquely among distributions1 on2, 
(cf. [4,9] ). I wish to thank Professor D.G. Kendall and Dr. M. Westcott 
for calling my attention to [9]. 
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